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THE PRODUCT OF EXPERIENCE
Since 1969, OE Attachments (an Arrow Acquisition LLC company)
has been supplying millions of forklift forks and attachments to
businesses throughout the United States and Canada. We pride
ourselves on offering premium-grade steel, competitive pricing,
and the largest selection of forks in the industry. Our expansive
industrial product knowledge, logistics capability, and inventory
experience allows us to quickly adapt to an ever-changing market.
Additionally, our long-standing relationships with
suppliers around the globe enables us to always be one step
ahead, ensuring real-time availability for our customers’ varying
needs. OE Attachments continues to prove year after year
that it is an industry leader built on innovation and consistency.
» Over 50 years of industry experience.
» 30-year supplier partnerships spanning the globe.
» ISO 9001-2015 certified. All forks meet or exceed
ANSI/ITSDF and ISO standards.
» State-of-the-art manufacturing process.
» History of innovation and quality with a continuous
investment in new technology and equipment.

SUPERIOR STEEL
OE Attachments uses SAE 15B37H high-strength carbon-boron
alloy steel in the construction of our premium-quality forks. This
steel performs exceptionally well due to our full heat-treatment
process, which improves the overall strength and durability of the
forks. Many manufacturers only heat-treat the heel and/or tip of
the fork. OE Attachment’s forks are fully immersed into industrial
heat-treatment ovens and cooling pools, resulting in a uniform
quality throughout the forks, which are the strongest in the industry.
» Unparalleled performance, even in extreme conditions.
» Forks include a 3x safety factor at a 600mm (24”) load center.
» Resistant to wear, cracking, and gouging, which ultimately results
in fewer fork replacements and less downtime.
» Three-year limited warranty on defects due to material or
workmanship on all fork products.
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CERTIFIED FOR SUCCESS
ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED
OE Attachments is an ISO 9001:2015 certified company.
This certification confirms OE Attachment’s dedication to
the standards and processes set forth by the International
Organization for Standardization.

COMMITTED TO THE CUSTOMER
By employing the principles set forth by the ISO, OE Attachments
have proven its commitment supplying its customers with the
highest-quality products and providing them with an exceptional
customer experience.

STRIVING TOWARDS PERFECTION
The ISO 9001 certification serves as a confirmation that
OE Attachments is devoted to continually improving and innovating
high-quality products. It also ensures efficiency and consistency
throughout the production and manufacturing cycles.

DEDICATED TO THE PROCESS
OE Attachments adheres to the quality management principles
established by ISO, which is one of the major components of
achieving certified status. The principles themselves are
grounded in an effort to improve customer satisfaction,
promote evidence-based decision-making, and being
a model of organizational values and ethics.

For more information about the
International Organization of
Standardization or ISO 9001:2015
certification, visit the ISO website.
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ANY FORK, ANY STYLE,
ANY CUSTOMIZATION
OE Attachments offers the largest selection of forklift forks in North America.
Our forks are available in a number of different styles, mount types,
capacities, and custom options. We have our own state-of-the-art in-house
fabrication and engineering unit which allows us to fulfill modifications
to existing forks or a brand new fork based on an original design.

STYLES:
Standard
Fully Tapered and Polished
Blank
Block
Brick
Bucket
Fork Extensions
Inverted
Peek-A-Boo
Coil Handling
Gypsum Handling
Rotator
Lumber
Custom

CAPACITIES:
» Fork weight capacity starts at 1,000 lbs and can
go up as high as 300,000 lbs.
» Fork thicknesses range from 1” and go as high as 6”.
» Fork widths start at 2” and go as high as 16”.

MOUNTS:
Forks are available with ITA or shaft mounts. ITA forks are
available in Class I, II, III, IV, and V capacities. Shaft mounts
can be positioned offset, inset, rear shaft, or inline.
Other mounts available upon request.

MODIFICATIONS AND CUSTOMIZATIONS:
OE Attachments is able to modify or customize any product
to fit your exact specifications at our own in-house factory.
Our engineering team works to provide customers with custom
solutions to solve unique product challenges. Some common
modifications we make are:
» Adjustments to the fork shaft mount placement.
» Custom fork mounts and adapters.
» Custom couplers and mount types for attachments.
» Size adjustments and unique custom features to existing products.

Additionally, over the past 50 years we have worked with OEMs
on an extensive variety of exclusive product designs. No fork is
outside the realm of possibility. Our highly-skilled engineering
team is ready to collaborate with you.

Contact a Sales Rep
for more information
about customizations
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WHEN TO REPLACE FORKS
According to OSHA Guidelines and Industry
Standards, forklift forks should be replaced after
10% of wear as that translates to the fork’s capacity
degrading by 20%. This is usually determined by
using a fork caliper to measure the amount of
wear on the fork, a process that’s been an industry
standard practice for years. However, it does leave
room for user error, negligence, and the need to
both find a caliper and remember how to use it.
OE Attachments addresses this in an innovative
way with the patented Fork Wear Indicator.

HOW THE WEAR
INDICATOR WORKS
The wear indicator is an at-a-glance visual
guide stamped on the side of the fork.
This allows the inspector to have a clean,
clear and readily-available visual reference
of fork wear and safety of the system.
The benefits are:
» No more need for fork calipers
or research on how to use them.
» Reduced inspection time and
increased accuracy.
» Reduced potential for negligence
and human error.
» Simple and easy to understand.
» Reduced safety hazards
due to over-worn forks.
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THE FORKLIFT SAFETY DEVICE
OE Attachment’s Forklift Safety Device (FLSD) is a safety solution
engineered to prevent forklift-related accidents, injuries, and
property damage by providing real-time monitoring and safety
alerts well before accidents occur. Using a patented system of
sensors and cameras that are installed onto the forklift, all data
is transmitted back to the driver via a touchscreen monitor
mounted in the forklift cab. The screen will instantly alert the
driver if a safety hazard is imminent, allowing them ample time
to take corrective action. All information is compiled to provide
management real-time and summary data.

FORKLIFT SAFETY DEVICE OPERATOR FEATURES INCLUDE:
» Dynamically calculates and displays residual load capacity while
stationary or in motion (OE Attachments patented technology).
» Real-time status of the available load capacity of the vehicle.
» Monitors, senses, and responds to external dynamic factors
including acceleration, speed, ground slope, drop-offs, and
other conditions.
» Identification of non-visible obstacles and hidden risks.
» Unparalleled visibility. Forklift camera can provide additional
sightline around loads.
» Touchscreen tablet monitor provides vehicle status information
to the operator.

The FLSD provides dynamic load and tipping movement sensing,
as well as the rated fork capacity and mast position. In addition,
indications and warnings occur at all heights and positions
versus a static warning at a fixed load center.

The FORKLIFT SAFETY DEVICE
PROVIDES
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Forklift Safety Device
Display attributes include:
• Actual load and lift capacity
• Capacity range indicator
• Current capacity used
• Obstacle warnings
• Speed range indicator
• Selected camera view
• Current Vehicle Speed
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Explore the entire Kaup line at

OEATTACHMENTS.COM

EXCLUSIVE

NORTH AMERICAN PARTNER

OE Attachments is the exclusive partner of Kaup products
in North America. Based out of Germany, Kaup has been
in business for over three centuries, manufacturing
hydraulic forklift attachments including sideshifters,
fork positioners, clamps, multi-pallet handlers, rotators,
push/pulls, telescopic forks, and much more.
The combination of Kaup’s hydraulic
attachments and OEA’s boron-carbon
alloy premium forks and customization
capability ensures that our customers
are getting the strongest, most innovative
and reliable products offered in the
industry. Check out the entire Kaup line,
offered exclusively in North America
through OE Attachments at
OEATTACHMENTS.COM

Contact a Sales Rep
for more information
about customizations
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SIDESHIFTERS
The OEA-Kaup Sideshifter allows lateral shifting of the load.
This enables the driver to position goods horizontally with
precision and increases the overall efficiency of the forklift truck.
A standard and a high-performance model are currently available.

FORK POSITIONERS
Fork positioners can easily handle loads with varying
widths to help meet complex material handling demands.
These attachments enhance forklift versatility by allowing
operators to control fork distance and handling capacity from
the driver’s seat. Fork Positioners also significantly reduce the risk
of accidents by providing the correct support base for the load.

CLAMPS
High-Visibility Fork Clamps can be used for the transportation
of palletized goods as well as clamping purposes. OEA-Kaup’s
optimized design ensures superior visibility for the driver and
allows quick and precise operation of the clamp. The compact
dimensions provide stability, and the robust sliding profile
decreases wear and tear. Customization of the opening ranges,
frame widths, fork types, and sizes adds new levels of versatility.

CARTON / APPLIANCE CLAMPS
OEA-Kaup’s Appliance and Carton Clamps are used worldwide
to transport heavy appliances and consumer electronics.
The clamp arms and/or clamp body are able to recognize
independently how many loads should be lifted. The system
then regulates the required pressure needed to handle the
load without damaging it. The clamp wear pads offer
additional protection of the load. Clamps are also available
in rotating versions.
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MULTI-PALLET HANDLERS
Multi-Pallet Handlers are the ideal solution for moving multiple
loads at the same time that are side-by-side, thus, increasing
forklift truck efficiency. OEA-Kaup’s innovative multi-pallet handler
design combines stability with optimal visibility, even during
heavy-duty operation. Options range from single-double models
up to heavy-duty four-eight models that can transport as many as
eight pallets at once.

PUSH/PULLS
Push/Pulls can replace traditional pallets with
inexpensive slipsheets when shipping and receiving warehouse
loads. Push/Pulls are typically used for bagged products like seed,
agricultural products, cosmetics, cased food, and more. OEA-Kaup’s
Push/Pull can be used with or without a pallet saver, with a separate
sideshifter, or with a hydraulically-adjustable carrying platen. The
range includes a slip-on version which can easily be fitted on forks
of all sizes.

TELESCOPIC FORKS
Telescopic Forks enable the stacking of palletized goods to the
opposite side of trucks or in double-deep racks. Telescopic Forks
increase loading speeds, ensure quicker loading cycles, and
open up an entire range of logistic options. They are often
operated on piggy-back forklifts and reach trucks. These forks
can also be used as hydraulic fork extensions.

ROTATORS
Loads carried by forklift trucks often need to be turned, either
to empty a container, slide material off a pallet, or set a
horizontal load upright. Rotators can be equipped with a fork
carriage and forks as well as with clamps, booms, or other
load handling attachments.
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CONSTRUCTION ATTACHMENTS
In addition to forks, OE Attachments
also provides quality attachments to
original equipment manufacturers.
Our design, engineering, research
and development teams are
experienced in creating and
manufacturing attachments for
standard and unique applications.

BUCKETS

OE Attachments produces forks
and attachments for most makes
of forklifts, telehandlers, skid steers,
wheel loaders, excavators, tractors,
and backhoes, including large,
medium, compact, and
mini machines.

GRAPPLE

AUGER DRIVE AND BITS

FORK POSITIONERS

PIPE GRAPPLES

COIL-HANDLING

BOOMS

FORK AND FRAMES

TRASH HOPPER

Contact a Sales Rep
for more information
about customizations
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CONTACT US
OEAttachments.com
info@OEAttachments.com
913-599-9040
16000 West 108th street
Lenexa, KS 66219, USA
Arrow Acquisition LLC, founded in 1969, is based in
Lenexa, KS. It is the parent company of Arrow Material
Handling Products, OE Attachments, and Sidney
Attachments. For more information visit arrowacq.com
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